Mahon (William John)


   - Pronominal mur/mar; 2. Synthetic preterites in -(e)amar.
   Use of mar as an indep. pron. and as 1pl marker outside the pret.

   Cambridge, MA: Department of Celtic Languages and Literatures, Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Harvard University, 1993. vii + 148 pp.

   Includes an alphabetical list of scribes.

3673. Mahon (William J.): The aisling elegy and the poet’s appropriation of the feminine.
   In StC 34 (2000), pp. 249–270.
   On the importance of elegiac conventions and female symbolism for the development of 18th c. political aisling.

4217. Mahon (William): Old Irish verse fragments attributed to Fer Muman mac Echtain.
   Edits and discusses ten fragments of Fer Muman, along with two anecdotes concerning the poet.

